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Sound Bar Bracket 
with Depth Adjustment

Congratulations! Now with a completed set up, as you swivel or pivot your TV left and right to 
the viewing area, your sound bar will move with it! Ensuring that the viewing area gets the best 
sound possible! Thank you and Enjoy!
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TV Mount Assembly 6TV Mount Assembly 

Thank you for choosing the 
AEON-90200 Sound Bar 
Mount with depth adjust-
ment. This awesome sound-
bar bracket is compatible 
with virtually every TV, TV 
wall mount and TV stand. 
Please read this user manual 
carefully in order to know its 
various functions and oper-
ational maintenance. 
AEON-90200 Sound Bar 
Mount with depth adjust-
ment is one the most versa-
tile Soundbar mounts on the 
market today. What makes 
this soundbar bracket so 
unique is its ability to adjust 
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for not only height, but depth as well. This is what separates this soundbar mount from the conventional 
soundbar mounts, simple and e�ective depth adjustment for �ush mounting. The AEON Soundbar mount-
ing bracket makes virtually any soundbar look perfectly �ush with the front edge of any �at screen TV, no 
matter how thick or thin the TV or soundbar is. Also being height adjustable ensures that the soundbar will 
be placed exactly where you want it: on the top or bottom edge of the TV, giving it a seamless, professional 
modern appearance. There are a few ways to mount the soundbar bracket: Directly to the TV or to a TV wall 
mount or stand. Follow these steps to determine which install is appropriate for you.

M6x13mm    (x4 each) - J
M6x30mm    (x4 each) - K
M8x13mm    (x4 each) - L
M8x30mm    (x4 each) - M

TV

C.A. B.x4 x4
Slider Plate

Hardware  List

E. x1 F. x2 G. x2x4 H/I. x4
Metal Washer 6 Nylon Washer 8

Socket Pan 
Head Screw
M8x16

Cylinder  
Head 
Screw
M8x45

6mm Allen 
Key

Socket Pan 
Head Screw
M6x12

D. x1
4mm Allen 
Key

Attach the soundbar mount to your soundbar with screws provided by soundbar manufacturer and 
hand tighten (see �gure 4). Make �nal adjustments of height and depth of soundbar on the bracket to 
match it perfectly with the front edge of the TV (See Fig 8). Further tighten all screws and bolts for a 
secure hold.

Adjust

Adjust

Fig. 8
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Parts  List

Adjust
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Repeat steps 2 & 3 on second vertical arm.
The solid build of this heavy duty steel soundbar mount will support over 
40 pounds. The steel rails are treated with rough powder coating to 
prevent slippage of the soundbar so it will stay in the right place when 
mounted to your TV.

NOTE: Each of the following steps will require you to use the 
screws that were provided with the soundbar to attach it to 
this mount.

To install soundbar mount directly to a TV go 
to Step 3.                                                                                                                                                        

To install on existing TV wall mounts and 
stands go to Step 4.

To install on AEON 45200, 40200, 40302 or 
50101 go to Step 5.

Using Nylon Washer (B) and Cylinder 
Head Screw (F) slide through open end of 
extender arm (2) into Sound bar plate (1). 
6mm Allen Key (E) and tighten. (May 
need to loosen bolts later to adjust for 
depth but tighten before �nal assembly). 
(See Fig.2)

Vertical Arms Assembly 2
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TV Mount Assembly 5

The third way to install the AEON-90200 soundbar bracket is to a�x it to the back of the TV wall mounts hori-
zontal rails (See Fig. 7). This works best with the Aeon 45200, 40200, 40302 and 50101 TV mounts. These 
AEON TV wall mounts have dedicated locations in the back of the rails for the soundbar bracket to adhere to. 
With TV wall mount models AEON-45200, 40200 and 50101 the sound bar mount has speci�c included hard-
ware that allows a direct attachment to the rails. It is more likely you will not have to remove the TV from the 
wall mount making installation much easier. Insert four slider plate (H/I) pieces into the outside opening of 
horizontal rails shown in Fig 7. (40302 will not require slider plates). If the vertical bars of the TV wall mount 
are placed far out to the sides of the horizontal rails, you may need to remove the TV from the wall mount. 
Remove the vesa screws of the vertical bars on the TV wall mount. Push the existing slider plate further to the 
inside of horizontal rails and place the new slider in the place of the old slider. Using screw (C x 4) and washer 
(B x 4) attach vertical bars of soundbar bracket to the sliders (H/I) in the horizontal rails. 

Fig. 7
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Vertical Arms Assembly 1
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Attach vertical arms (3) assembled with 
aluminum plate to extender arm (2) Using 
bolt (G) and Nylon Washer (B). 6mm Allen 
Key (E) and tighten. (May need to loosen 
bolts later to adjust for depth but tighten 
before �nal assembly). (See Fig.1)
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3



TV Mount / Soundbar Mount Installation4

A second way to install the AEON-90200 soundbar bracket is to connect it to a TV wall mount or stand you already 
own.  Place the vertical bars (#3) from the soundbar bracket between the TV and the wall mount assembly. You 
may need slightly longer vesa screws to reattach TV wall mount through your wall mount and the soundbar mount 
vertical bars into the TV. (See Fig. 6).  First, remove the TV from the wall mount.  It is recommended to have the TV 
laying �at facing down if possible Align the sound bar bracket vertical bars with vesa screw holes located on the 
TV.  With vesa screws, attach the TV wall mount through the vertical bars of the soundbar mount to the vesa screw 
holes on the back of the TV.  Tighten, yet you may need to loosen slightly to adjust height of the soundbar mount. 
Attach the soundbar mount to your soundbar with screws provided by soundbar manufacturer (see �gure 4). 
Tighten, yet you may need to adjust for �nal position of the sound bar.  Make �nal adjustments of height and depth 
of soundbar on the bracket to match it perfectly with the front edge of the TV.  Further tighten all screws and bolts 
for a secure hold.   

Fig. 6

Fig. 4

to TV

to TV

Fig. 5
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This step demonstrates 
the way to install the 
AEON-90200 Soundbar 
bracket directly to your 
TV. It is recommended to 
have the TV laying �at 
facing down if possible. 
This allows a quicker 
install and easier match-
ing the front face of the 
soundbar with the front 
edge of your TV.  You will 
need to match the vesa 
screws (part J, K, L or M) 
and washers (part N, or 
O) to the vesa holes on 
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Soundbar Mount Installation3

p.4 p.5

Installation on 
Top of the TV

Installation on 
Bottom of the TV

Installation on 
existing TV mount

your TV. Determine the 
length screw you will need to go 
through the vertical bars of the 
Soundbar mount and be well seated in 
the TV screw hole. The included screws match 
most TV’s.  
You can choose to attach your soundbar 
directly below or above the TV. (See �g. 4/5) 
Align the sound bar bracket vertical bars (#3) 
with the screw holes located on the TV. (See 
�gure 5). Using the vesa screws (part J, K, L or 
M) and washers (part N, or O) a�x the sound 
bar bracket vertical bars (#3) to the vesa holes. 
Hand tighten as you may need to adjust for 
�nal height of the sound bar. Attach the 
soundbar plate (#1) to your soundbar with 
screws provided by soundbar manufacturer 
(see �gure 4).  Hand tighten as you may need 
to adjust for �nal position of the sound bar. 
Make �nal adjustments of height and depth of 
soundbar on the bracket to match it perfectly 
with the front edge of the TV. Further tighten 
all screws and bolts for a secure hold.

Screws Provided by 
Soundbar Manufacturer 


